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For most Americans their home represents many things - a peaceful oasis and a major investment
among others. To maximize the value of your home it is best to keep it in respectable and
remarkable condition. Homeowners need to periodically examine the foundation and basement of
their home for signs of damage. If they see any cracks they should take the steps to have their
foundation inspected and repaired as soon as possible.

Signs of a Damaged Foundation

When you are examining the building for signs of foundation damage you need to look for:

Tilting, bowing, buckling foundation walls

Cracks in the foundation wall

Uneven floors

Tilting chimneys

Doors and windows that get stuck

Sinking foundation

Cracks in the concrete yard

Even if you spot only one of these signs in your home, you need to have the foundation assessed
by a competent foundation repair company in Tennessee. They will be able to examine the cracks
and other issues and determine if there is structural damage.

Signs of a Good Foundation Repair Company

Whether you are planning on waterproofing the basement of your Kentucky home or undertaking
foundation repair, you need a competent and experienced foundation repair company. Look for a
company that has the wherewithal to accomplish the task and who knows about the latest
technologies and products available on the market. Ask about a free estimate; it never hurts to ask.
A quality and exceptional enterprise will also offer a written transferable warranty. This is a sign that
the business will use quality products and proper installation procedures.

Also, when you have a transferable warranty the value of your property will increase since future
potential purchasers will be assured of lower maintenance expenses going ahead. Before you
choose a foundation repair company, ask for references of both completed projects and ongoing
ones. Talk to the property owners and go in person to see the current projects and how this
business tackles an endeavor. This will give you an idea of the quality of workmanship. Since
foundation repair jobs entail plenty of digging and drilling, ask the contractor if they will clean up the
basement, garden, or any other areas once they have completed the installation. This is just
professionalism and common decency. Do not expect them to spend an entire day in the cleanup
process though.

Importance of Crawl Space Maintenance
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In many homes crawl spaces are dark and damp places that accumulate dirt and promote mold
growth. Many homes have unfinished crawl spaces that are difficult to access. The dampness leads
to the supporting timbers in a crawl space from rotting. When this happens the crawl space sags,
leading to uneven floors. Also, many ducts pass through crawl spaces and end up pumping in air
that carries dust and mold. This can lead to allergies.

By entrusting crawl space repair to a dependable contractor you can solve all these problems at
once. The contractor can use special adjustable corrosion resistant joists to ensure that the crawl
space does not sag. They will also clean up the unfinished crawl space and install waterproof
material so that the crawl space remains dry and clean. By waterproofing and repairing the crawl
space of your Kentucky home, you can eliminate uneven floors as well as damp and musty air.
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Temple Young - About Author:
Frontier Basement Systems specializes in a foundation repair in Kentucky and Tennessee. Visit
them online for a free foundation repair estimate.
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